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A generalized eigenfunction expansion may be regarded as a representa-

tion for the spectral theorem by a transform technique. These representa-

tions have been presented in many forms, an early version of which was the

von Neumann "direct integral" decomposition for a class of operator algebras

[l9]. In 1953 [17], Mautner applied the von Neumann technique to the class

of operators acting in an L2-space whose spectral projections corresponding

to the bounded Borel sets are represented by Carleman kernels. These results

were also obtained by Bade and Schwartz [l] in 1956 through the use of the

Dunford-Pettis theorem [8]. Also, Nelson [l8] in 1958 obtained these re-

sults in the form of an operator decomposition by a kernel representation of

the operators involved. Using the techniques of Mautner, Browder and

Gàrding [3; 9] in 1954 were the first to obtain an eigenfunction expansion for

any self-adjoint realization of an elliptic partial differential operator. A some-

what different technique was introduced in 1955 when Gelfand and Kostyu-

cenko obtained a general theorem for the existence of an eigenfunction expan-

sion for a self-adjoint realization of any partial differential operator. Their

proof employed a vector-valued differentiation theorem, proved first for

Hubert spaces by Birkhoff [2] and for general reflexive Banach spaces by

Gelfand [ll]. In 1956, Gelfand and Silov [13] seemed to have been the first

to observe the vast generality of these existence theorems and the possibility

of a semi-algebraic formulation of the basic hypotheses used. Most striking,

perhaps, was the fact that the existence theorem for an eigenfunction expan-

sion could be completely independent of the type of operator considered, and

a function only of the topological nature of the subspace over which the

expansion takes place. Gelfand and Silov essentially use the nuclearity of the

space over which the expansion exists to verify the hypotheses of the Gelfand-

Birkhoff differentiation theorem.

All of the existence theorems for generalized eigenfunction expansions

mentioned above have been highly analytical. A focal point of our investiga-

tion might be regarded as the attempt to replace these analytical techniques

by the semi-algebraic techniques suggested by Grothendieck's thesis [14] and

Gelfand and Silov [13]. Our results, in essence, prove that in the context
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of the spectral theorem, the hypotheses for the applicability of the Gelfand-

Birkhoff theorem are equivalent to certain maps being "nuclear"—a condi-

tion that is ofttimes much easier to verify. For generalized eigenfunction ex-

pansions, we are able to remove the hypothesis of reflexivity from the

Gelfand-Birkhoff theorem as well as generalize the known existence theorems

to arbitrary abelian uniformly closed *-algebras of operators with the identity

in the weak closure. In this situation, the Gelfand-Birkhoff theorem can be

obtained as a consequence of the Dunford-Pettis theorem [8].

In Part I, we give basic definitions concerned with the general spectral

theorem and prove the major measure-theoretic result that we require. In

Part II, the definition of a "generalized eigenfunction expansion" is given,

and its elementary properties are estabished. In Part III, we establish the

equivalence of various hypotheses for the existence of generalized eigenfunc-

tion expansions. Part IV introduces a generalized operator decomposition—

analogous to the Weyl "matrix measure" for an ordinary differential operator

—and establishes conditions for its existence. We conclude with a short proof

of a theorem of Gelfand and Silov [13].

I. Preliminaries

1. The Gelfand isomorphism. Let 77 denote some fixed separable Hubert

space. The algebra of bounded linear operators acting on 77 will be denoted

by £(77). We let V always denote some locally compact space denumerable

at infinity and Co(V), the space of complex-valued continuous functions

vanishing at infinity over V. We give C0( V) the structure of a Banach space

through the norm given by the supremum of a function in Ca(V); with this

norm, C0(V) is a £*-algebra with complex conjugation as the adjoint. It is

well known [7, Appendix I] that a uniformly closed abelian *-algebra (which

is a £*-algebra, cf. [7, p. 2]) 4 of operators acting on 77 may be identified

with the range of a *-isomorphism taking C0(V) into £(77) where V may be

identified with the set of regular maximal ideals of the algebra 4 ; V is called

the spectrum of 4. The denumerability of V at infinity is a consequence of the

separability of 77. The map carrying Co(V) onto 4 we call the Gelfand Iso-

morphism, which we denote by G. For notational convenience, we write T¡

for Gif). We always assume that the identity operator is in the weak closure

of 4.

For x and x' two given elements of 77, we define a map mx,x> from C<¡(V)

to the complex numbers by sending an element/ of C0(V) into (Tjx, x'), the

brackets denoting the inner product in 77. It is easily seen that mx,x> is a

complex Radon measure over V.

For some fixed vector x in 77, we define a map from C0(V) into 77 by assign-

ing to/the element Tfx. If Co(F) is given the Hermitian form [f\g] =fvfgdmx,x,

then the completion of Co(V) with the topology introduced by this form is

L2(mx,x). Since (T¡x, Tex) = (Tfix, x) = fvfg dmx,x, we infer that the map/ to
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T/X is an isometry; we denote its extension to L2(mx¡x) by S*. The adjoint of

6*, which we denote by 6, sends 27 into L2(mXtX), and my¡x = (ü(y) -mx,x.

For the convenience of horizontal notation, we will suppress the subscript

"x" wherever possible and call {x, S, m} a cyclic system, taking it for granted

that Ë and m depend upon an implicit element x in 77.

We also recall that there is an extension of the Gelfand isomorphism to

the bounded Borel functions over F (cf. [7, Appendix I; 18, p. 93]). If B is

a Borel set of V, then EB will denote the image of the characteristic function

of P.

2. A theorem on the existence of an upper bound for a family of measures.

We now determine conditions for certain subfamilies of {mIi,»'|x, x' in 27} to

have an upper bound. This procedure replaces the customarily-used Gelfand-

Birkhoff differentiation theorem [ll; 2] in the proof of the existence of an

eigenfunction expansion from a bounded variation condition on the spectral

measure (cf., for example, [4]).

Theorem 1. Let V be a locally compact space and let Aí¡,( V) be the space of

bounded real measures over V. Let F be a family of positive measures in A7&( V)

and assume that there exists a map from the Borel sets of V to the reals having the

following properties:

(a) If A and B are Borel sets of V, then X(AVJB) £X(A)+X(B).

(b) If A and B are Borel sets of V with A contained in B, then X(A) ^X(B).

Also, for the void set, 0, we have X(0) equals 0.

(c) For a given Borel set A of V and a given e>0, there exists an open set U

containing A such that X(U) ^X(A)+e.

(d) For any Borel set A of Vand any measure m in F, we have X(A) ^m(A).

(e) There exists some constant k such that for any finite collection, {Ai}, of

disjoint Borel sets of V, we have ¿Ji X(Ai) ^k.

Then, the family F is bounded in the lattice structure of Mb(V).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that there exists a positive measure v such

that for any compact set K, v(K) ^X(K). Assume that some uniform struc-

ture is chosen compatible with the topology of V. We denote a given element

in the uniformity by 0. The set of finite coverings of the compact set K by

open sets each of which is small of order 0 will be denoted by C(K, 0). Let

c be an element of C(K, 0) given by the finite indexed family of open sets

{ Ui}. Set T(c)=Y.X(Ui); T is a mapping from C(K, 0) to the reals. We

note the implicit dependence of T upon K. For each 0, the infimum of all

numbers T(c) for c in C(K, 0) will be denoted by h(P, 0) (the "mass" of K

using coverings small of order 0). Now for each fixed K, we take the supremum

of the family \)(K, 0) over all elements 0 in the given uniformity, and we call

this number (finite or infinite) \)(K). We obtain a set function, which we

denote by f), defined over the compact sets of F. We show that f) satisfies the

following properties:
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For arbitrary K, (i) &(£) is finite, (ii) f)(£) ^ A(A), and (iii) the set func-

tion Í) extends to a measure v.

(i) For a given a>0, we show that for any e, there exists a c in C(£, 0)

such that £(c) <Var A+a; for, we may conclude from this that f)(£)

= Var X, and this last is finite by (e). For an arbitrary 0, there exists a par-

tition of K with Borel sets small of order 0. Let {Ai}, 0 = i = A, be such a

family for K. Condition (c) states that there exists an open set Í7¿ containing

Ai, small of order 0, such that A(i/<) ¿X(Ai)+a/N. This yields

Z X(Ui) = E *(4<) + a = Var A + a,
i i

that is to say, there exists a c such that £(c) ^ Var A+a.

(ii) From sub-additivity and monotonicity of A, we have, for arbitrary

c in C(K, 0), T(c)^X(K); that is, f)(A)^A(A).
(iii) We now show there exists a bounded measure v such that for any

compact set K of V, v(K) = f)(A).

Boundedness follows from the fact that v is an extension of f), since for

all compact K of V, f)(£) = Var A. That h is monotone is clear, since if K is

contained in K', then C(£, 0) contains C(K', 0). Sub-additivity of f) is also

immediate.

To prove additivity over disjoint K and £', we first note that there exists

a do such that every covering of KUK' small of order 0O has the property

that the union of the sets covering £ is disjoint from the union of the sets

covering £'. Whence, for 0 finer than 0O, it follows that f)(£U£', 0) is equal

to the infimum of T(c) + T(c'), cand c' in C(£, 0) respectively; so, i)(KVJK', 0)

= !)(£, 6)+t)iK', 0). Since f)(A, 0) is a monotone function of 0 with the uni-

formity given its natural filtration by inclusion, the suprema may be replaced

by limits so that on using additivity of the limits, we have í)iKKJK') = í)(£)

+UK').
Finally, we show that for a given compact set K oí V and a given a>0,

there exists an open set U containing K such that for all £' contained in U,

UK')úHK)+a.
First, for every a>0 there exists an open set U containing K such that

for all K' contained in (V—K)(~\ U, we have fi(A') <a. Assume the contrary.

Then, there exists a sequence of compact sets Kn such that ï)(An) ^a, and a

decreasing sequence of open pre-compact sets Un such that Un contains K,

Kn is contained in (V — K)i\Un, and A„-i is contained in the complement

of the closure of Un- The existence of such a sequence follows from an induc-

tive argument by first letting Ui be some open pre-compact set containing £

and letting Ai be some compact set in (F—K)C\Ui with the property that

í)(Ai)=°- Assume that the sequence is defined for all miin— 1. Using the

fact that £„_i does not intersect K, there exists an open set U„ containing £

and contained in U„-i whose closure does not intersect £„_i. By the hypothe-

sis of contradiction, there exists a £„ in £„ not intersecting K such that
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l)(Kn) ^a. This completes the construction. We remark that the sequence of

compact sets Kn forms a mutually disjoint family since the sets Un are de-

creasing. Now, we define another sequence of compact sets 27„ = Uo«Sn 2C,;

since f) is additive over disjoint sets, f)(77„)^Ma. This is impossible since

f)(Hn) él)(Ux) by monotonicity and the fact that Ux is compact so that f)(¿7i)

is finite.

Now, let U be such an open set containing K having the property that

for any compact set 27 contained in U(~\(V—K), \)(H)^a/3. There exists

some c in C(7v, 0) such that T(c) áf)(7C, 6)+a/3. Letting M be the union of

all the open sets in c and setting 77 equal to K T\ ( V — M), K'QU, there exists

a c' in C(27, 0) such that T(c') ^\)(H, 0) +a/3. The union of the elements of c

and c' covers K'—so that T(c) + T(c') ^b(7CU77, 0)4-(2/3)a^ï)(7i, 6)+a by

the defining property of U. Hence, we have l)(K', 6)^l)(K, 6)+a so that

f)(2v') £l)(K)+a, which was to be proved.

By [6, Chapter 3, p. 165, Theorem 5; 15, §§53, 54, in particular Theorem

A, §54], f) extends to a positive measure which we call v. We have already

remarked that v must be bounded, so v is an element of Mh(V) and v is a bound

for the family F.

II.   THE FUNDAMENTAL DEFINITIONS AND THEIR GENERAL PROPERTIES

In what follows, all linear topological spaces will be assumed to be locally

convex and separated (i.e., Hausdorff). If E is such a space, then E' will de-

note the antidual, that is, the space of conjugate linear functionals over E,

given the strong topology—the topology of uniform convergence over the

bounded sets of E.

1. Refining subspaces of 77.

Definition 1. We will call a linear topological space D a refining space for

27, if the following conditions are satisfied :

(a) As a vector space D is contained in 77.

(b) The map i: D—*II induced by inclusion is continuous and has dense

range in 77.

(c) The space D' is separable.

It is clear that if D is reflexive and satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of

Definition 1, then D is a refining space for 77.

We regard 77' as a subspace of D' through the imbedding given by the

adjoint of i, i*: H'—*D'. For convenience of notation, we omit the "**" where

it is possible to do so without confusion.

2. The articulation of a cyclic system over a refining space. Let K be a

mapping from V to the antidual E' of some linear topological space E. For

any X in V, K\ will denote the value of K at X. Let m be a positive measure

over V. If for each e in E, the function sending X to (e, K\) is measurable,

then we say K is w*-measurable. We denote the a.e. equivalence class of func-

tions formed from the map taking X to (e, K\) by (e, K).
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Definition 2. A cyclic system {x, S, m\ determined by the operator

algebra A will be called articulate over a refining space D for 77 if £ is a Banach

space and if there exists a map K taking the spectrum F of 4 into D' having

the following properties:

(a) The scalar function X—►| K\| is w-integrable.

(b) For each a in D, 6(a) = (a, £).

Definition 2 is the precise sense we attach to the phrase "generalized

eigenfunction expansion for A."

We note (b) implies that £ is w*-measurable since Ê(a) is in £2(m).

We recall that a map taking V into some linear topological space £ is

measurable with respect to some positive measure m over V if, for a given

e>0 and a compact set 77 of V, there exists a compact set 77i contained in 77

such that the measure of the complement of 77i in 77 is less than e and the

restriction of the map to 77i is continuous.

Proposition 1. If (5 is articulate over a refining space D, then the map K

sending V into D' is measurable.

Proof. This a consequence of the following lemma due to Pettis [14,

Chapter I, p. 21].

Lemma. Let D be a Banach space with a separable antidual D' and let K

be a w*-measurable map from V to D'. Then, K is measurable.

Proposition 2. Let us assume that D refines 77 and that S is articulate over

D. Then, for any f in L2im),

£*(/) =   f fkdm
J v

where the integral is the weak integral with respect to the pairing between D and

D'.

Proof. Let a be an arbitrary element of £. We have

(a, <£*(/)) =  f g(a)/dm =  f (a, K)fdm = (a,  f Kfdtn),

the last equality following from the definition of the weak* integral. Hence,

we may write S*(/) =JvfK dm.
Identifying both £ and 77 with subspaces of £' through the maps i and i*

(cf. II, 1), let us assume that S*(/) is some element in £ which we relabel a.

Then, f=(a, K), so that the weak* integral representation in Proposition 2

reads

a =  I  K(a, K)dm.
J v
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Proposition 3 (uniqueness). Let S be articulate over a refining space D for

27. Let K and K' be two maps from V to D' representing S as in Definition 2.

Then, except for X in a set of m-measure zero, K\ = K\.

Proof. By hypothesis, for all a in D, {a, K — K') = 0. Since D' is separable,

D itself must be separable. Let Q be countably dense in the sphere of D. For

each a in Q, let W„ be the set of measure zero where (a, K\ — K\ )^0. Form

the union of the sets Wa for a in Q and call this set W. The fact that Q is

countable means that IF is a set of measure zero. Now, for any X in the com-

plement of IF, \Kx-K/\D>=sup{\(a, Kx-K¿)\\a in Q} =0. That is to

say, except for X in a set of measure zero, K\ = K{ .

Denote by 27(x) the smallest closed subspace of 27 which contains x and

is invariant under the action of A. Now 77 may be decomposed into a counta-

ble number of such cyclic subspaces, that is, there exists a countable collec-

tion {x,} such that ©,77(x¿) =77. The spectral theorem may be given in the

form of a countable collection of cyclic systems (x,-, Ë;, mí,} each S, taking

77(x¿) isometrically onto L2(m¿). For such a collection of generators, we may

form {x,, Et, nii}. If D is a refining space over which each of the (£,- is articu-

late, then there exists a family of kernels 7Ct- mapping V to D' such that the

map S¿ from D to L2(mî) is given by S,(a) = (a, Ki). Forming ©,7,2(mz¿), we

observe that the map sending a in D to ¿Ja S¿(a) in ®¿7,2(míí) extends to an

isomorphism of 27 onto ©,L2(m¡).

III. Conditions for the articulation of a cyclic system over

A GIVEN REFINING SPACE D

We now show the equivalence of a set of conditions that have been used

in the literature for the articulation of {x, Ê, m} over some given refining

space D. Essentially, we prove that the approach through the Gelfand-

Birkhoff differentiation theorem is equivalent to certain semi-algebraic prop-

erties of 6.

If E and F are linear topological spaces, we denote by L(E, F) the space

of linear continuous maps from E to F given the topology of uniform con-

vergence over the bounded sets of E.

Definition 2. Let E and F be Banach spaces and let E®F denote the

tensor product of E and F. If y is an element of E®F, then the number \y\i

denotes the infimum of all 23¿ | e¿| E\fi\ f where y= X}¿ e;<8>/¿. The real-

valued function sending y into |y|i is a norm over E®F, and E®~F will

denote the completion of E®F in the topology induced by this norm. A

nuclear map of E into F will be an element of L(E, F) in the canonical image

of E'®~ Fin L(E, F).

We also recall that a family of functions defined over a space F with a

positive measure is called equimeasurable if for any compact set 77 and €>0,

there exists a compact set Pi contained in 77 such that the measure of H—Ki
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is less than € and the restriction of the family to Ai is equicontinuous (more

precisely, each member of the family has a representative such that the

family of representatives is equicontinuous).

We now state a theorem which gives explicit criteria for 6 to be articulate

over a refining Banach space D.

Theorem 2. Let {x, 6, m] be a cyclic system and D a refining space for 77.

Then, the following are equivalent:

(a) £ is articulate over D.

(b) di as a map from D to £'(w) is nuclear.

(c) (5 takes bounded sets of D into a family of m-integrable functions which

is equimeasurable and bounded above in absolute value by an m-integrable func-

tion.

(d) 6 takes bounded sets of D into a family of m-integrable functions which

is bounded above in absolute value by an m-integrable function.

(e) There exists a constant c such that for an arbitrary disjoint finite collec-

tion of Borel sets {Bi) of V, then

¿2 | EBix\D, ^ c.

Proof. We note first that the articulating kernel K is measurable (Proposi-

tion 1). Therefore, the equivalence of (a) through (c) is essentially a theorem

of Grothendieck (cf. [14, Chapter 1, p. 64]).

That (c) implies (d) is obvious. We shall show that (d) implies (e). Let

{£j} be an arbitrary disjoint finite collection of Borel sets of V. If Sd denotes

the unit ball in £, we have

| EBix\D' = supl (a, EBix) I   = sup        dmx
\J Bi

= sup        Ë(a)dw   ^ sup j    | S(a) \dm,
\J Hi J Bi

where the above suprema are taken over all a in Sd- Now, by hypothesis, there

exists an h in £'(tw) such that | S(a)| ^h for all a in Sd- Therefore,

sup   I     | S(a) |  dm S       i dm,
a€SDJ Bi J B,

that is,

| EBix\D> Ú  I    hdm.
J Bi

On summing, we have,
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2 | £b,*|d' =21    h dm ̂   I  k dm < &.
i i    J Bi J V

We now prove that (e) implies (a).

Let £ denote the family of measures [ Re ma,x\ and | Im ma,x\ for a in

the unit ball of D. Define A(4) to be the supremum of |£bx|C' for all B

contained in 4. This determines a set function A mapping the Borel sets of

V into the reals. With the hypothesis of (e), we now prove X satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem 1.

The verification of (a) and (b) is routine.

The assertion (e) follows from the hypothesis (e) above; for, if ¡4,} is

an arbitrary finite family of disjoint Borel sets of V, we have

X) A(4,-) = D   sup    | EBix\D> =   sup    X) I EBix\D> = c.
i i      B,ÇAi BiÇAi        i

Since the map taking D into 77 is continuous, we have |a|Bgè|a|// for

some constant k and arbitrary a in D. By the Schwarz inequality,

| EBx\D> =  sup   | (a, EBx)\   g k\ EBx\H
aesD

^ k(EBx, Eux)"2 ^ kim(B)yi2.

Taking the supremum on both sides for all B contained in some 4, we have

A(4) ^k(miA))112. We infer from the continuity of the square root function

and the regularity of m that for given e>0 and a given Borel set B of V,

there exists an open set U containing £ such that imiU — B))ll2S(/k. As

| X(U) - A(£) |   è XiU - B) = kiMiU - £))1/2

we conclude that |A(£)-A(£)| £e, or X(U)£X(B)+e. This proves (c).

We are left with the proof of (d). Without loss in generality, we consider

only the real parts. Since A(£) ^ | EBx\ z>< ̂ | (a, EBx)\ ^ | wa,x(£)|, on

taking the suprema of both sides of the inequality A(£) 2: | ma,xiB)\ for all

£ contained in 4, we have that A(4) S; | Re ma>x\ (4). This completes the

verification of the hypotheses of Theorem 1.

It follows by Theorem 1 that the family £ of measures is bounded in the

lattice structure of Mb(V), the space of bounded measures over V. By the

Schwarz inequality, we have | ma,xiA)\ ¿k(miA))112. We infer from this that

each of the measures in £ is absolutely continuous with respect to m. Equiv-

alently [6, Chapter 5, Theorem 2, p. 47], the family £ is contained in the

band generated by m, which we denote by £(w). By the definition of £(m)

[7, Chapter 2, Definition 4, p. 23], there exists a least upper bound for £

which is contained in £(m). Denote this least upper bound by v.

By the Radon-Nikodym theorem the map which sends a in £ into ma,x

in MbiV) may be regarded as a map sending £ into Lliv), carrying the unit

ball of D into a bounded set of Lxiv). We denote this map by T. Further, if
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h is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v with respect to m, then Ll(v) may

be imbedded in Ll(m) by sending/in P1^) into hf. The composition of these

two transformations is 6, carrying D into Ll(m).

Since D is a refining space, D' is separable so that D must be separable.

By the Dunford-Pettis theorem [8], there exists a function 27 mapping V

into D' such that:

(a) If a is in D, then T(A) = (a, 27).

(b) There exists a constant k such that | 77x| d- ûk for almost all X in V.

Or, defining K = h-H, we have:

(a')  If a is in D, then (5(a) = (a, P).

(b')  | Kx\ ¡>. ̂ kh(\) lor almost all X in V.

Property (b') implies that the function X—>|P\|i>' is integrable; that is,

6 is articulate over D.

IV. Generalized operator decomposition theorems in L(D, D')

1. The decomposability of an algebra of operators over a refining Hubert

space. A positive measure v over V, the spectrum of A, is called a basic meas-

ure for A [7, p. 112] if for any Borel set P of V, then v(B) =0 if and only if

mx,x(B) = 0 for all x in 77. This last is obviously equivalent to EB = 0. A meas-

ure v with the property that v(B) = 0 if and only if mXfX(B) = 0 for x in a dense

subset of 77 is also a basic measure, since this last requirement is obviously

equivalent to £# = 0. It is well known—a consequence of the separability of

77—that there exists a bounded basic measure for A.

Let D denote a refining space for 77 which we now require to be a Hilbert

space.

We may regard any continuous linear map in 7(77) as an element of

L(D, D') by first restricting the map to D and identifying the elements of its

range in 27' with the elements of D' by the map i* taking 77' into D'. Through

the above identification of the elements in 7(77) with those of L(D, D'), we

may think of G as a continuous linear map of Co(F) into L(D, D'). In the

present part, G will have only this meaning. Hence, | T¡\ denotes the norm of

Tj as a map from D to D'.

In what follows, we use the Schatten Theorem [20, Exposé no. 13, p. 5]

which states that the space L(D, D) is canonically isometrically isomorphic

to the dual of D®~D. If we identify D with D' by the natural identifica-

tion of a Hilbert space with its antidual, then the Schatten Theorem may be

read as stating that L(D, D') is canonically isometrically isomorphic to the

dual of D®~D. In what follows, we always assume that L(D, D') is paired

with D®~ D, so that the w*-topology over L(D, D') is that which is induced

by the pairing with D®  D.

Definition 3. A uniformly closed *-algebra A of operators acting on 27

will be called decomposable over a refining space D if there exists a bounded

basic measure v over the spectrum F of the algebra and a w*-measurable func-

tion <p mapping V into L(D, D') with the following properties:
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(a) The scalar function \«f>\ is essentially bounded with respect to v.

(b) The map G carrying C0(V) into £(£, £') is represented at any/ in

Co(F) by the weak* integral fvf<pdv.

We now state a theorem which is analogous in its purpose to Theorem 2,

namely, it gives explicit criteria for an algebra to be decomposable over a

refining space D.

Theorem 3. Let A be a uniformly closed abelian *-algebra and let D be a

refining space for 77. Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) The family of measures {ma,a\a in Sd} is bounded in the lattice struc-

ture of the space of bounded real Radon measures over V.

(b) There exists a bounded basic measure v such that for each f in Co(F),

I G(|/|) |^(|/|).
(c) The algebra A is decomposable over D.

(d) The vector-valued set function sending a Borel set B of V into EB, EB re-

garded as an element in £(£, £'), has the following two properties:

1° (Bounded variation). There exists a constant c such that if {£<} is an

arbitrary finite family of disjoint Borel sets of V, then

¿2 I EBi |   è c
i

2° iRegularity). Let C be an arbitrary Borel set of V and e an arbitrary posi-

tive number. There exists an open set U containing C such that for any Borel set

B in U,

\EB\   = sup | EA I   + e,

where the supremum is taken over all Borel sets A contained in C.

Proof. Assume (a); let v be the least upper bound of {m0,a|a in Sd}- It

is easy to see that v is a basic measure for 4. If/ is real and non-negative, then

|G(/)| =supaGSß(a, G(f)a) = supaesDma,a(f) úv(f)-

We now prove that (b) implies (c). Condition (b) states that G is continu-

ous if Co(V) is regarded as a subspace of Ll(v) with the induced topology

from Lliv). Therefore, there exists a continuous linear extension J oí G

mapping £'(z>) into £(£, £')• On taking the transpose J* of /, we have that

J* is a strongly continuous linear map from D® D into £M(z/). By the

hypothesis that £ is a refining space, £ is separable, so that D® £ is separa-

ble. Applying the Dunford-Pettis Theorem [9], there exists a w*-measurable

map <p from V to £(£, £') with the following properties:

(a) The scalar function \(b\ is essentially bounded with respect to v.

(b) If x is an element of £®~£, then J*(x) = (x, <¡>). For any/ in Lliv)

we have

(*, /(/)> = (J*(x),f) = j fJ*(x)dv = J f(x, <p)dv = /*, ff*dv\
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So for any/ in C0(V), G(f) =fvf<pdv, where the integral is the weak* integral.

Assuming (c), Io of (d) follows from the fact that for an arbitrary finite

family of disjoint Borel sets {P.},

£ \EBi\   Ú  ( \<t>\dv,
i J V

so that we may set c=fv\<b\dv. To prove 2° we first note that for a given

e>0 and a given Borel set C of V, there exists an open set U containing C

such that fv-c\<p\dv<e. Hence, for any Borel set IF contained in U—C,

If    i   r i i      Tii
I    <pdv \ =  \    I <t> I dv :á   I        | <¡> I dv < e.

IJ w «2 w J [/-c

But any Borel set P contained in U is the union of a Borel set W contained

in U—C and a Borel set A contained in C; therefore,

/I   I r       llr     llr    I        lr    I<pdv   =    I        *¿sp <t>dv \ + Il   </>di>   ^ e +    I   <t>dv .
Ü I J TFI/A IJ W IJ A \J A

So, for any Borel set A of V,

| Pb I   á « +    sup   | £¿ | ,
¿çc

which proves 2°.

Assume (d). For any Borel set P of F, we define X(B) to be the supremum

of the numbers \EA\ for A an arbitrary Borel set of F contained in P. This

determines a set function X defined on the Borel sets of V to the reals. In

order to prove (a), it will be sufficient to show that X satisfies conditions

(a) through (e) of Theorem 1 where Pis the family of measures {ma¡a\ a in SD}.

Positivity, sub-additivity, and monotonicity are clear. Let }P,} denote

a finite family of disjoint Borel sets of F. If Ai is an arbitrary Borel set of V

contained in P,-, then

2 X(B,) = Y, sup | EAi |  = sup ¿Z | EAi |   úc
i i      A, A¡        i

which proves that X is of bounded variation. Regularity of X follows from

2° since condition 2° states that for an arbitrary Borel set C of F and e an

arbitrary positive number, there exists an open set U such that

sup   | EB I   ^  sup   | EA I   + e, A and P Borel sets of V,
BCV ACC

that is, X(U) ^X(C)+e. Finally, for any Borel set B of F and any element

a in the unit ball SD of D,

X(B) ^  sup   | EA I   è  sup (a, EAa) = ma,a(B).
ACB ACB
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Hence, by Theorem 1, {Mîa,a|a in Sd} is bounded in the lattice structure of

the space of bounded real measures over F. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

The following theorem is a convenient condition on the refining space for

the decomposability of an algebra A acting on 77.

Theorem 4. Let D be a Hilbert space dense in H as a vector space such that

the natural map of D into H is nuclear. Then, D is a refining space for H and

every uniformly closed abelian *-algebra of operators acting on 77 is decomposable

over D.

Proof. We verify condition (a) of Theorem 3. Let »be a bounded basic

measure over the spectrum of the given algebra. We form the band B(v)

generated by v in the space of bounded real Radon measures over the spec-

trum and recall that the Radon-Nikodym Theorem [6, Chapter 5, p. 47,

Theorem 2] states that B(v) is isomorphic to Ll(v) in the topological and lat-

tice structures of these spaces.

It is easy to see that the map sending (x, y) in HXH into Re mx,v is a

real bilinear map of HXH into the space of real bounded Radon measures

over V—which we denote by Mb(V). Algebraically, this map may be identi-

fied with a real linear map of 27027 into Mb(V). For any x and y in 77 the

element x®y maps into Re mx,v. Denote this algebraic map by Y. Now Fis

continuous if 27077 is given the topology induced by the nuclear norm | 11

(cf. Definition 1 of III). This follows from the fact that

| Remx,y\   g  \mx,y\   á | mx,y(l) |   =  | (x, y) |   g  | x|   \y\   =  |x0y|i

and so the unit ball of 770 77 is mapped into the unit ball of Mb(V). Hence,

there exists a continuous linear extension of F, which we also denote by Y,

mapping 770 27 into Mb(V). Since » is a basic measure, each measure

Re mx,y is a B(v), so that the image of Y in Mb(V) may be identified with a

subspace of Ll(v).

Let i denote the map of D into 77. Tensoring i with itself, we have the

transformation i®i carrying D® D into 770*77. The linear operator i®i

is nuclear [14, Chapter 2, p. 51, Lemma 6]. Regarding D®*D as a subspace

of 770*77, we restrict Y to D® D; this restriction is nuclear, being the

composition of a continuous operator and a nuclear operator. Hence, Y maps

the unit ball of D®*D into a set bounded above in the lattice sense of

Ll(v) [14, Chapter 1, p. 64, Proposition 9]. But if a is in the unit ball of D,

then the element a®a is in the unit ball of P0 'D, so that, using the identi-

fication of Ll(v) with B(v), we conclude that {Mîa,a|a in SD} is bounded in

the lattice structure of Mb(V).

The following proposition is a condition for the nuclearity of a map be-

tween two Hilbert spaces.
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Proposition 4. Let E and F be Hubert spaces. Let übe a mapping of E into

F with the property that there exists an orthonormal basis {e<} in E such that

X< | u(ei) | f is finite. Then, u is nuclear.

Proof. We see that the sum X< ßi®u(ei) converges absolutely in the

nuclear norm, since

J) | e¿ ® u(et) |i = H  | e,-|*| «(«•) \f = 2Z I «(«*) \f,
i i i

and the last sum is finite by hypothesis. Therefore, X»e«'®M(e>) represents

a nuclear map of E into £. However, for any x in £, ¿li (x, Cí)e ei converges

in £ to x since {e,} is a basis. So, u(x) = 2> (x, ^i)Eu(ei) by continuity. On

comparison, we have u= ¿~2i ßi®u(ei) which proves that u is nuclear.

Proposition 4 yields a generalization of a theorem of Browder [5, Theorem

2] since Theorem 1 [5] is precisely the hypothesis of Proposition 4 above.

That is, any abelian uniformly closed *-algebra acting on L2(Rn, w), Rn

Euclidean w-space and w the Lebesgue measure, is decomposable over the

particular Hubert spaces that Browder constructs; the image of (p\ may be

represented by distributions of order at most n + 1.

2. A decomposition theorem associated with a nuclear refining space. To

my knowledge, Gelfand and Silov [13, footnote, p. 403] were the first to ob-

serve the importance of "nuclearity" in obtaining generalized eigenfunction

expansions. The present section extends their theorem [13, p. 402, Theorem

1].
Let £ be a linear topological space and let U denote a convex and circled

set of E. The space generated by U in E with the topology determined by

the semi-norm derived from U will be denoted by £¡7. The completion of Eu

will be denoted by Eu- We now give a definition of a nuclear space which

seems most convenient for us (cf. [20, Exposé 17, Theorem l]).

Definition 4. A linear topological space will be called nuclear if for any

convex circled and open neighborhood U of zero in £ there exists another

convex circled and open neighborhood V of zero contained in U such that

the map taking Dv into Du is nuclear.

We recall the following fact concerning nuclear spaces [14, Chapter 2,

p. 37, Lemma 3]:

Lemma. 4 nuclear space D possesses a fundamental family 0 of open convex

circled neighborhoods of zero such that for any V in 0, Dv is a Hubert space.

It is known that the injective map of a refining space £ of 77 need not

have an injective extension to the completion £ of D. However, we may form

the quotient of D with the kernel of the map of D into 77 and then identify

the elements of this quotient space with those of 77; this resulting subspace

of 77 with the topology induced by the transfer to 77 will be denoted by [£].
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We remark that if D is a normed space, the fact that the map of D into 27

is nuclear implies that the induced map of [D] into 27 is nuclear. This follows

immediately from the representation of the map of D into 77 by £, \%Xi®yi,

the sequences {x,} and {y,} bounded in D' and 77respectively, and £, |X,|

< « [14, Chapter 1, p. 51, Theorem l] (cf. also [20, Exposé 12, p. 6, Proposi-

tions 7 and 8]).

Theorem 5. Let D be a nuclear refining space for 77 with the additional

property that for every open circled convex neighborhood V of zero, the space Dy

is dense in 27. Then, there exists an open convex circled neighborhood W of zero

such that [Dw] is a refining Hilbert space for H and every uniformly closed

abelian *-algebra of operators acting on 77 is decomposable over [Dw].

Proof. By Theorem 4 and the above remarks, it is sufficient to show that

there exists an open convex circled neighborhood W of zero such that the

map of Dw into 27 is nuclear.

Since D is a refining space, the map of D into 27is continuous; hence, there

exists, by Definition 4, an open convex circled neighborhood V of zero such

that the map of Dv into 77 is nuclear. By the lemma, there exists an open con-

vex circled neighborhood IF of zero contained in F such that Dw is a pre-

Hilbert space. Since the space [Dw] is a Hilbert space—being the quotient

of a Hilbert space by a closed subspace—it follows that Theorem 4 is applica-

ble. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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